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Meet Our 2018 Fashion Show Celebrities

Support Global's 10th Anniversary by dressing the Down Syndrome Models and just award-winning actors Colin Farrell, Jeremy Renner, Zak Orth, and so many other advocates for the differently-abled.

DONATE NOW

Support the groundbreaking and honor Global's heroes and advocates.

OTHER EXCITING NEWS!

Dinner Springboard & Career Link Recharged
Amgen and Global co-hosted a Congressional Briefing in DC attracting world-renowned cancer scientists and medical professionals. Health staffers, families, and self-advocates learned about the predisposition to leukemia and protection from solid tumor cancers for people with Down syndrome.

Global makes National News!
Global is featured in Today Show and Dateline NBC as Jamie Foxx tells national correspondent Kate Snow that his sister, DeOndra Dixon, taught him “how to live.” Congratulations Jamie and DeOndra!

Global CEO Honored for Advocacy
Michelle Sie Whitten, Congresswoman Diana DeGette, and other dedicated activists were honored for their civil rights accomplishments by NEWSED Community Development Corporation at their 27th Annual Awards Ceremony.

Why You Should Read Our Magazine
Featuring amazing stories about self-advocates and groundbreaking research and medical care, Down Syndrome World Magazine™ wins its fourth national award for Health Care and Marketing PR.

Learn More

Their Amazing Story

Learn About Global's Work

OTHER EXCITING NEWS!

Webinar: Supporting Aging Adults with Alzheimer's & Down Syndrome

Game Day with the Colorado Rapids

Dare to Play Soccer

Register Now

Dare to Play Soccer

Game Day with the Colorado Rapids

Get Your Tickets Here

View Event Calendar

Become a Global Down Syndrome member!

Submit your photos to be featured in Down Syndrome World™!
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The Global Down Syndrome Foundation is a public nonprofit 501(c)(3) dedicated to significantly improving the lives of people with Down syndrome through research, medical care, education and advocacy. Formally established in 2009, Global has the primary focus of supporting the Linda Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome, the first academic home in the U.S. committed to research and medical care for people with the condition, and the Anna and John J. Sie Center for Down Syndrome at Children's Hospital Colorado. Global is an inclusive organization without political or religious affiliation or intention.